




(1)  Fairy Lighting £100 per Tipi
Each of the 9 Nordic spruce poles that provide the main frame 

of our Tipis are wrapped with 10 meters of warm white fairy 
lights providing 90 meters per tent.

(2)  Up Lighting £90 per Tipi
Our evening lighting is what helps create the perfect 

festival atmosphere. We provide 7 Mega Par Uplighters 
per Tipi with a choice of over 80 preset colours ranging 
from pastel pink to warm blue.

(3)  Willow Ring £120 
Our stunning willow hoop, hung from the apex, is a 

whopping 7ft in diameter and helps create a stun-
ning centrepiece. The Hoop comes complete with 

fairy lights with the option to add floral displays.

(4)  Driftwood Chandelier  £100 
This unique chandelier is handmade from 

Cornish driftwood. At 40 inches in diameter 
this stunning lighting feature perfectly 

compliments the main bridal tent. 

Interior Lighting

(5)  Festoon Drape and Trim £80 per Tipi
To complete the Festival vibe no party should be 
without festoon lighting. The festoon is hung high 
from the smoke cap poles linking between the giant 
hats. The open sides of the tents are also adorned with 
lights to create the WOW factor.

(6)  Exterior Lighting Cannons £60 per Tipi/Tree
With a choice of over pre-set colours to choose from, 
these heavy duty lights drench the outside of the Tipis or 
Trees in swathes of pastel colours

(7)  10 meter Festoon Lit Walkway £90
We help you make the perfect entrance with our magical walk-
way. Festoon lights are draped from six giant rustic shepherds 
crooks peppered alongside a matted runner  

(8)  Flood Lights  £25 per 10 meters
Whether it is a darkened corner of a garden or field or simply lighting 
up a guest car park, our powerful floodlights are the answer providing 
up to 200 meters of illumination.

Exterior Lighting
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Bars & Dance Floors
(9)  7ft Rustic Bar Package £350

Our Stunning 7ft Bar designed with wine case panelling includes 
an apple crate back bar for drinks storage and three large under 

counter fridges. We can also provide a full service package 
including drinks, glasses and a chiller trailer.

*Bar can be hired without back bar & fridges.

(10)  18ft Wooden Parquet Dance Floor £225
Suitable for up to 200 guests, a party isn’t a party without 

a dance floor. Also available in 15ft for smaller parties.

(11)  Giant 24” Glitter ball (includes pin spots) £40
Our stunning willow hoop, hung from the apex, is a 
whopping 7ft in diameter and helps create a stun-

ning centrepiece. The Hoop comes complete with 
fairy lights with the option to add floral displays.

(12)  Stage  £140 
Give the DJ or Band a platform to showcase 

their set with our 2m x 4m stage. Additional 
staging can be added. Please ask for details.  

(13)  Luxury Lounge Furnishing Set  £500 
This gorgeous set includes 4 faux leather 3 seater 
settees, 6 x Moroccan pouffes, 6 x fur stools and 4 
low rustic coffee tables. Perfect for the chillout Kung 
or extend the set to 6 sofas to facilitate transforming a 
Giant Hat into a chill out lounge. 

(14)  Interior Tipi Fire Pit £170
Our authentic Scandinavian fire pit creates a gorgeous 
centerpiece and comes fully equipped with kindling, wood 
and fire extinguishers   

(15)  Silk Ribbons  £180 
Over 100 meters of silk ribbons cascade down from the apex 
of the tipi to help create a magical visual show stopper. Popular 
above the dance floor, they compliment the lighting in the evening 
perfectly.

(16)  Thermostatic Tipi Heating £300
Highly recommended when the temperature dips below 15 degrees, our 
thermostatic heaters are designed to keep your guests cosy and warm in 
the most testing conditions. 

Things to  
think about
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(17)  Rustic Love Letters £180
This 5 piece set from Bob Cool is crafted from raw rusted steel 
with carnival light caps. At a whopping 4 feet and including a 

stunning heart, these lights really add the WOW factor to our 
tents  .

(18)  Floral Walkway Pyramid £150
For the walkway entrance. This 9ft high frame compli-

ments the contours of our beautiful structures allowing 
you to adorn it with foliage, flowers and fairy lights.

(19)  Rustic Cake Table £20 
Measuring 70cms in height x 45cms in depth x 50cms 
in width this is the perfect companion for your 

mouth watering gateau or cake.

(20)  Giant Oak Barrel  £30  
These huge barrels can act as an exterior/inte-

rior poser table or utilised for cascading floral 
displays.  

Forget me nots

(21)  Chunky Trestle Tables £15 & Benches £7
Our Heavy duty trestle tables & benches need very 
little decoration. Lovingly crafted from our Scandi-
navian partners, these tables are finished with a clear 
varnish and colour coordinated to match our wooden 
structures. Seats up to 6 guests. 

(22)  Traditional Round Tables £12 & Chiavari Chairs £3.50
For a more formal event our 5ft 6” rounded tables host 
up to 10 guests. Our Limewash Chivari chairs are the rec-
ommended choice for seating and come complete with a 
cushioned pad. 

(23)  Foldable wooden cushioned chairs £2.50
These chairs are an alternative to benches and are recommended 
for use with our trestle tables. A popular choice is a mix of benches 
and chair.

(24)  Contoured Top Table £90
This table stretches a whopping 6 meters and hosts up to 9 guests. 
Designed to curl around the contours of the tent it comes supplied with 
either 9 foldable cushioned chairs or 9 Chiavari Chairs. 

Tables and chairs
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(25)  Extension Bar Canvas £300
If you are considering having a bar within the Tipis and do want 
to compromise the seating and dance floor space then our ex-

tension canvas is the perfect solution. The canvas seamlessly 
adjoins to the main canvas creating an additional 20% of floor 
space. Perfect for adding a service area for a bar or to allow 

you to create a buffet or photobooth area.

(26)  Tipi Catering Tent £600
Our tipi style catering tent is produced by our Nordic 

partners in Sweden. At a generous 6m x 6m it comes 
with matting, lighting and 6 heavy duty catering 

tables. A perfect area for your caterers to work their 
culinary skills. This Tent also has the option to be 
linked via a tunnel to the main tents. 

Additional Space

(27)  Little Hat Tipi £300
This outdoor Tipi Canopy is perfect as an outdoor 
area to converse and relax. The canvas is a  whop-
ping 5m in diameter and is supplied with fairy lights. 
We can also provide matting and soft seating as an 
optional extra. The little hat can also be utilised for 
hosting a ceremony.

(28)  Wooden Oak Doors £400
Our double oak doors are designed for winter and autumnal 
events where temperatures and weather conditions are un-
predictable. The doors are perfect in maximising and retaining 
the temperature within the Tipis whilst helping to create a more 
intimate vibe.
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The Great Outdoors



My Pizza Event £TBA 
Our very own pizza oven offers informal outdoor dining at 
its best, all served under our beautiful Nordic Little Hat 

Tipi. Feast your imagination on twinkling lights, crackling 
wood-fires, and hot, oozing pizza. Even we’re drooling at 
the thought! Freshly prepared using our own sourdough 

pizza recipe, and topped with a wide range of fresh, 
tasty and locally sourced ingredients. 

*Minimum order 80 pizzas

Beer and Pizza

My Bar Event £TBA
Let us take the stress from your event with our very 
own interior festival bar. Packages include a full range 
of spirits, cocktails, bottled beers, reception drinks, 
toast drinks and table wine. We include experienced staff, 
refrigeration and for larger events - chiller trailers. You only 
pay for the alcohol, we provide the rest. For further details, 
please contact us

*Minimum Bar Spend £1500 - Deposit required




